
INTRODUCTION

Over the last 11 years, HiSeasNet has provided Internet service to 
research vessels. With limited bandwidth resources for so many 
users, efficient use of that bandwidth is an ongoing struggle. Over 
the life of the HiSeasNet project, many different uses have been 
found for the service, plenty of problems encountered, and several 
solutions developed, yet still more challenges with increased use 
and variety of applications remain.

BACKGROUND

HiSeasNet (http://www.hiseasnet.net) is a communications 
network established in 2002 that brings Internet services to the 
University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS) 
research fleet via satellite connections. It operates an Earth 
station communications hub in San Diego and services 14 ships 
on 5 satellite beams worldwide. Through the network, ships have 
access to links with bandwidth of up to 512kbps shore-to-ship 
and 96kbps ship-to-shore. Shore-to-ship bandwidth is shared 
among all ships on a satellite beam through a common carrier. 
Bandwidth has been further enhanced with IP acceleration at the 
Earth station and on the vessels.

The satellite network regularly spans both the Pacific and Atlantic 
Ocean regions, as well as the Indian Ocean when needed. Both 
intermediate and global class vessels are supported.

When the fixed cost HiSeasNet is not available on a ship, other 
systems may be used. These include 3G mobile (only available 
near shore), wireless links (only available in range of a ship or 
port), and Inmarsat Fleet BroadBand (paid by the minute or byte).
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CURRENT SATELLITE RESOURCE USE

Many ships connected to HiSeasNet regularly send real-time and 
recently recovered data to shore for a variety of reasons. These 
include:

SAMOS -- High resolution weather data is sent to the Shipboard 
Automated Meteorological and Oceanographic System project.  
(http://samos.coaps.fsu.edu/html/)

Ship Status -- Many institutions send automated images, ship 
position, and core sensor data to shore for display as both an 
outreach effort and as a service for shore-based personnel to be 
aware of a ships position and conditions.

OOI -- The Ocean Observatories Initiative will use the data link on 
ships to send recovered data to shore immediately upon recovery 
of an instrument.

Ships also make heavy use of the system during individual 
cruises where a lot of data needs to be exchanged with scientists 
on shore or other ships. Significantly increased bandwidth is also 
used for broadcasting video during outreach events. Recent 
cruises include:

Visions '11 -- An OOI cruise streaming video from the regional 
scale network's undersea cable off Washington state. (http://
ooicruises.ocean.washington.edu/visions11)

Submarine Ring of Fire 2012 -- A NOAA project using an ROV 
to explore hydrothermal vents. (http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/
explorations/12fire/welcome.html)

In addition to the larger science projects, bandwidth is used 
routinely for sending emails, updating personal and research 
websites, ordering ship parts/supplies, filing paperwork, browsing 
the web and social media sites, patching/upgrading software, 
troubleshooting equipment in real time via instant messaging, etc. 

CHALLENGES OVERCOME SO FAR

Over the 11 year history of the project, HiSeasNet has worked with the ship 
operators to: 

-- Improve access to the Internet, wherever a ship may be

-- Maximize the usage and available bandwidth of the satellite links at both the 
technical and user levels

-- Enable increased bandwidth for special operations whenever and wherever 
needed

While in the process of accomplishing those tasks, HiSeasNet has:

-- Scaled from 128kbps of data on/off 1 ship up to over 2.5 Mbps on 5 satellite 
beams to 14 ships so that more scientists can use the system in more parts of 
the world

-- Gone from a handful of scientists knowing how to use the link effectively to 
being an essential tool for shipboard science and operations

-- Integrated with the networks of the ship operating institutions, addressing 
access issues on the vessels so that operators may most effectively integrate 
their operations with the network

-- Added IP acceleration equipment to cache and compress the existing data 
streams as much as possible

-- Built optional shore-side web filtering and assisted with web caching on the 
vessels so that the highest priority information makes it to the ships

-- Created systems for automatic failover between different satellite and 
wireless technologies to provide always-on connectivity at sea

-- Temporarily added additional bandwidth and coverage areas when ships or 
science programs needed the extra capacity

-- Offered training sessions to shipboard techs to increase uptime of equipment 
and keep links online 

CHALLENGES REMAINING

-- Appropriate use policy: With shore-to-ship links shared 
across potentially 300 users, reasonable policies need to be 
established regarding appropriate satellite use so that science 
can be completed, outreach can be effectively conducted, ship 
operations carried out efficiently, but still maintain morale 

-- Common use policy for better user experience: The network 
spans multiple institutions and vessels of varying sizes. Each ship 
has different policies of what traffic is allowed and to what extent. 
More consistent rules across all ships would allow scientists to 
have consistent expectations when they do work on multiple 
vessels. Since shore-to-ship bandwidth is shared across all ships 
on a satellite beam, improvements in bandwidth efficiency are felt 
across the fleet. 

-- Integrated real-time data across institutions: Ships collect 
and distribute (on and off the ship) data sets in different ways. 
There are benefits to having some common ways of moving data 
across a satellite link and displaying that to scientists and the 
public on shore. Common and efficient transport and storage 
mechanisms, consistent interfaces, and reduced maintenance 
costs are just a few benefits.

POLICY AND ENFORCEMENT

To address the appropriate and common use policy challenge, we 
need to develop a reasonable use policy involving seagoing 
scientists, ship operators (crew and science support personnel), 
and funding agencies. With 11 years of experience using these 
satellite links, an acceptable policy should be attainable and 
effective in fairly distributing the limited satellite resources for the 
best purposes.

Developing a policy is only part of the solution. The other part is 
creating a technical solution to consistently enforce that policy in 
such a way as to not impede necessary tasks. Many systems 
exist to enforce and monitor aspects of network use. Integrating a 
handful of systems may be the best approach towards resolving 
this challenge.


